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REQUESTS:

The applicant is submitting a request for a Conditional Use Permit
for an antenna on a light pole for the property located next to 402
E. Snow King Ave, legally known as LOT 59, GRAND VIEW
LODGES, THIRD ADDITION
For questions, please call Brendan Conboy at 733-0440, x1302 or
email to the address shown below. Thank you.

Email: bconboy@jacksonwy.gov
Owner
Snow King Mountain Resort
575 S Willow St
Jackson, WY 83001
Applicant:
Irene Cooke
800 Pearl St #9007
Denver, CO 80203

Please respond by: June 4, 2018 (Sufficiency)
June 11, 2018 (with Comments)
RESPONSE: For Departments not using Trak-it, please send responses via email to:
tstolte@jacksonwy.gov
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KAPPA CONSULTING
REPRESENTING
Verizon Wireless (VAW) LLC, d/b/a Verizon Wireless
APPLICATION FOR CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT

PROJECT INFORMATION:
Applicant Information: Verizon Wireless (VAW) LLC d/b/a/ Verizon Wireless, 3131 South
Vaughn Way, Aurora, CO 80014
Applicant’s Agent: Leasing and Zoning Consultant, Kappa Consulting LLC, Irene Cooke, 800
Pearl Street #907, Denver, CO 80203; (970) 531-0831
Structure Owner Information: Snow King Mountain Resort, Ryan Stanley, 575 S. Willow
Street, Jackson, WY 83001; (307) 734-3351
Engineering Firm Preparing Site Plan: J5 Infrastructure Partners, Josh Malberg, 767 N. Star
RD, Star, ID 83669; (801) 336-4694 Ext.170
Name of Project: Verizon Wireless WY3 SK COASTER 1
Address of Project: 402 E. Snow King Avenue, Jackson, WY 83001
(Assessor Parcel No. 22-41-16-34-3-07-003)
ZONING REGULATIONS:
This application is submitted pursuant to Sec. 6.1.10.D of the Town of Jackson Land Development
Regulations regarding Wireless Telecommunications Facilities complies with all regulations set
forth therein. On January 17, 2017, a pre-application conference with Bob Nevins provided
direction for this conditional use permit application, including the items addressed below.
Originally, this project contemplated one conditional use permit; however, due to topography
constraints, it was necessary to propose 2 different locations at the base of the Snow King Resort.
The project will require 2 different conditional use applications. This application, “WY3 SK
Coaster 1,” addresses the project on the above referenced parcel at which we propose to replace
an existing light pole with a new light pole which will support a stealth antenna canister on the
pole above the light fixture. A separate application is being submitted concurrently for the other
location; that application proposes a stealth chimney to be added to the existing Rafferty Activity
Center at the base of the Snow King Resort on a separate parcel (“WY3 SK Coaster 2”).
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The enclosed application form and associated materials are in compliance with the requirements
of Sec. 6.1.10.D.3 – Standards for Wireless Facility Permits. Subsection 6.1.10.D.3.d outlines
Standards for Wireless Facility Conditional Use Permits. Pursuant to this subsection, the
following are required:
i)
The Application form is signed by the Applicant;
ii)
A Letter of Authorization signed by Snow King Mountain Resort (please note: at time
of pre-application submittal the owner entity was Snow King Holdings LLC);
iii)
Detailed site plans are consistent with the Administrative Manual;
iv)
Fall zone certification is not applicable, as the proposed tower is set back more than the
tower height from all property lines;
v)
Documentation providing compliance with American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) standards for electromagnetic radiation has been provided (letter from Travis
Griffin);
vi)
Affirmation in a written statement that the proposed facility complies with FCC
regulations has been provided (letter from Travis Griffin);
vii)
Affirmation in a written statement that the new Base Station will comply with all nondiscretionary structural, electrical, energy, building, and safety codes has been provided
(letter from Jennifer Sedillo).
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
Request and Justification: Verizon Wireless (“VZW”), the nation’s largest wireless
telecommunications provider with over 109 million subscribers, has, through extensive testing and
customer complaints, determined that delivery of wireless coverage and capacity in the center of
the Town of Jackson is not optimal. Since 2013, VZW has been attempting to improve coverage
and capacity for 4G-LTE service in the Town of Jackson.
Particularly during the busy summer tourist season, there is an alarming depletion of capacity in
the Town. Why is this happening? The short answer is that smartphones and tablet devices usage
has grown exponentially in recent years. These devices require large amounts of data to transmit
the videos, photos, emails, downloaded “apps” and other uses that have become such a part of
daily life. In North America, the average household has multiple connected devices, with
smartphones outnumbering tablets 6 to 1. When those households travel to Jackson for vacations,
the devices go with them.
To address the demand for increased capacity, VZW has proposed to develop several new sites in
the Town of Jackson. VZW is committed to serving its customers and the community as a whole
by providing the optimum level of service. In a letter to Jackson Planning Director Tyler Sinclair
dated March 17, 2017, Police Chief Todd Smith noted that the Jackson Police Department relies
on VZW for its communications and that the Police Department has experienced slower speeds in
its communications platforms during busy summer months. This is an example of the lack of
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capacity in the VZW Jackson network and illustrates the need to provide increased capacity for
the benefit of public safety.
VZW is mandated by the FCC to provide wireless communication services for the benefit of the
public good. This mandate requires the development of communication sites to provide the
service. Adequate service to the residents and visitors in this vicinity cannot be maintained without
the proposed facility.
In a presentation to the Jackson Town Council on March 21, 2016, VZW representatives explained
the need for additional sites in several locations in the Town. With the increasing demand for 4GLTE capacity, users have experienced periods of less than optimal service. In response, VZW is
planning 4 new sites in the Town of Jackson to meet this demand. There are currently 2 existing
sites serving the Town, one at the top of the Snow King Resort (“WY3 Snow King”) and another
(WY3 Gros Ventre”) at a storage facility near the intersection of U. S. Hwy. 189 and Teton Pass
Road (see Figure 1, below).

WY3 Gros Ventre

WY3 Snow King

Figure 1: Existing VZW Sites
These 2 existing sites have provided coverage for the Town for several years, meaning that the
signals from these sites reach most areas of the Town. However, there is a distinction between
coverage and capacity. Although a site may provide coverage (i.e., one can make a cell phone call),
there may not be sufficient capacity to provide 4G-LTE service to a large area (i.e., sufficient
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capacity to allow for operation of more sophisticated applications and services available on newer
devices). Therefore, multiple new sites are needed to supply the required capacity in various areas
of Town.
Last year, a new site located at the Town Parking Garage, “WY3 Cutthroat,” received zoning
approval and construction is scheduled for 2018. In February 2018, Town Council approved the
VZW application for the “WY3 Herbie” project, a stealth installation in the parking lot at 610 E.
Broadway Avenue. VZW also plans to develop a new site, “WY3 Summit,” on High School Road,
collocating on the existing tower at Colter Elementary School.
Figure 2, below, illustrates the locations of the existing and proposed sites:

WY3 Herbie
WY3 Cutthroat
WY3 Gros Ventre

Proposed Site
WY3 SK Coaster 1 & 2
WY3 Snow King

WY3 Summit

Figure 2: Existing and Proposed VZW Sites

Alternate Sites Considered: Although there are existing wireless communication antennas
visible on the roof of the Snow King Hotel north of the proposed site, there are no existing facilities
or towers in the designated area which can accommodate the proposed facility without creating a
substantially greater visual impact. Topography of this area is very challenging. Originally, VZW
engineers planned to conceal all antennas for “WY3 SK Coaster” inside the proposed stealth
chimney at the Snow King Resort base lodge. However, when propagation studies showed that the
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area to the east could not be adequately served by antennas at that location, it became necessary to
add the light pole location to provide the third sector of antennas.
Determination of Need: As noted above, there is no existing public facility or tower which can
accommodate VZW’s proposed use without causing a substantial change to an existing tower, or
otherwise creating a greater visual impact. The proposed site at the light pole near the existing
coaster ride track is the best available location to serve the area on the east side of the Snow King
Resort and surrounding residential properties in southeast Jackson.
Existing Condition: The proposed location of this site will be on the Snow King ski hill at the
south side of the Town. The existing light pole depicted in Figure 3, below, is located adjacent to
the dirt service road near the “coaster” track on the Snow King ski hill.

Figure 3: Existing Light Pole
Proposed Use: The proposed site will include a replacement light pole with a “stealth” shroud
(canister) to conceal one antenna above the light fixture. Certain equipment associated with the
antenna will be located beneath the “coaster” track. This equipment will be screened with a mesh
enclosure so that it will appear to be similar to the other equipment related to the coaster facility.
It will not be obvious that a wireless communication site is located there, i.e., the presence, purpose
or nature of the facility is not readily apparent to a reasonable observer. Figure 4, below, illustrates
the appearance of the proposed light pole and shroud (canister). Figure 5, below, shows the
location of the proposed equipment area beneath the coaster track.
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Figure 4: Proposed View – Light pole photosimulation

PROPOSED VERIZON 5’ X 8’
LEASE AREA “B” (40 SQ. FT.)

Figure 5: Proposed View – Equipment area
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PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM:
Height: The proposed light pole will be 30 ft. tall, equal to the 30 ft. height limit for new
communication towers in the Town of Jackson. The existing light pole is 18 ft. tall; the additional
height is the minimum amount needed to accommodate antennas, mounting and screening above
the existing light fixtures. The proposed stealth shroud (canister) will be 6 ft. high, concealing one
4 ft. antenna. This is the minimum size antenna available to perform the necessary function
required at this location.
Setbacks: The proposed pole must be set back a distance equal to the “tower” height, i.e., 30 ft.
The proposed light pole is more than 30 ft. distant from any property line (please see setback table
on Sheet Z-1).
Floor Area: Please note that no new building is proposed at this site. Minimal ground space will
be added to the existing light pole. The base of the new pole will be approximately 3 ft. in diameter,
located in a 4 ft. square lease area (16 sq. ft.). Dimensions of the metal mesh equipment cage
located below the coaster facility track will be 6 ft. x 3 ft., located in a 5 ft. x 8 ft. lease area (40
sq. ft.).
Utilities: The proposed site is an unmanned, unoccupied facility which requires only electric
power and fiber optic connection for operation. No water, sewer, irrigation, natural gas or fuel
storage will be required. Existing conduit for the required fiber optic line is already in place at this
site, which will minimize the need for new ground disturbance.
SITE PLAN:
The enclosed site plans meet the minimum standards established in the Administrative Manual.










Sheet T-1 is the Title and Information page;
Sheet PS1 includes Photos, Existing and Proposed;
Sheet SU1 is a Survey of the property with site plan overview;
Sheet SU3 is a Survey of the property showing the access easements;
Sheet SU4 is the 1A Certification of geographic coordinates;
Sheet Z-1 is the Site Plan;
Sheet Z-2 is the Enlarged Site Plan;
Sheet Z-3 is the Existing Elevation; and
Sheet Z-4 shows the Proposed Elevations.

FLOOR PLANS:
No new building is proposed at this site.
POSTED NOTICE:
When hearing dates are scheduled, Applicant will prepare the required signs and post notice as
required by Sec. 8.2.14.C.4.
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REVIEW CRITERIA:
Pursuant to the requirements outlined in the Pre-Application Conference Summary, the following
items are addressed below.
GENERAL INFORMATION:
Planning Permit Application has been provided.
Notarized Letter of Authorization has been provided.
Application Fees have been paid in the amount of $3,000.00 (amount indicated on the preapplication summary for Wireless Facility Conditional Use Permit @$2,500.00 and a second,
concurrent, Wireless Facility Conditional Use Permit @ $500.00).
Review Fees: Applicant acknowledges responsibility for payment of review fees necessitated by
the review of the application.
Mailed Notice Fee: Applicant acknowledges responsibility for payment of mailed notices in
excess of 25 notices.
Digital Format: Applicant has submitted all application materials in digital format to the Planning
Department.
Response to Submittal Checklist: Applicant has provided responses to the comments identified in
the Pre-Application Conference Summary in the text of this narrative.
Title Report: Per the pre-application summary, this is not required. Please note that the ownership
entity has changed since the pre-application conference.
Narrative description of the proposed development: This has been provided herein (see “Project
Description,” above).
Proposed Development Program: This has been provided herein (see “Proposed Development
Program,” above).
Site Plan: The enclosed site plan set is based on revisions discussed at the Pre-Application
Conference.
Floor Plans: Not applicable.
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST: Subsection B, Physical Development:
Structure Location and Mass: The proposed 30 ft. light pole will replace an existing 18 ft. light
pole near an existing dirt service road on the Snow King ski hill. The existing pole is a 6 in. x 6
in. square; the proposed round pole will be approximately 12 in. in diameter. The proposed shroud
(canister) which will conceal the antenna will be approximately 24 in. in diameter. Equipment
necessary for operation of the antenna will be located beneath the coaster facility track in a leased
space with dimensions of 5 ft. x 8 ft. The equipment will be screened with metal mesh intended
to appear to be part of the existing elevated coaster track.
Maximum Scale of Development: Only one wireless communications site is allowed on any one
parcel. This proposal is in compliance with that regulation. The companion site, “SK Coaster 2,”
will be located on a separate legal parcel.
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Site Development: Access to the site will be via the existing access road on the Snow King ski
hill. Construction of the site will be limited to the light pole installation and installation of
equipment below the coaster track, with required power and fiber.
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST: Subsection C, Allowable Uses:
Allowed Uses: The proposed site is located in the PR zone district and wireless communications
sites are an allowed use.
Maximum Scale of Use: Only one wireless communications site is allowed on any one parcel.
This proposal is in compliance with that regulation. The companion site, “SK Coaster 2,” will be
located on a separate legal parcel.
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST: ARTICLE 4, Special Purpose Zones
Division 4.3, Planned Resort Zones: Per Division 4.3.2.D Land Use: The Snow King Planned
Resort zone includes Convention center facilities for a year-round convention market, including
community needs for convention space. Commercial services are provided for on-site guests and
supplemental neighborhood services. The commercial space shall be sized and designed for
serving the needs of on-site guests of the resort and nearby residents. The Snow King Master Plan
is relevant to this application. A section addressing “Institutional Uses” on page 48 of the Master
Plan recognizes the importance of telecommunications uses on this property (emphasis added):
“Institutional Uses. As defined in Section 2220 three non-residential institutional uses are
considered. Snow King Resort considers all to be valid and appropriate uses within the building
envelope areas. Additionally, utility uses outside the envelopes are also allowed particularly in
consideration of Snow King Mountain's expanding role in providing a base for valley wide
telecommunications. Although the current plan does not contemplate most of the types of
institutional uses named in Section 2220, these uses are allowed since in almost every instance
large segments of the community would utilize the resort and its many activities and services.”
(emphasis added)

SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST: ARTICLE 5, Physical Development Standards Applicable In
All Zones:
Division 5.3: Scenic Standards:
5.3.1 Exterior Lighting Standards: Night lighting currently exists and has previously been
approved at the Snow King Resort development. This application proposes no new lighting. The
replacement light pole will support light fixtures similar if not identical to the existing fixtures.
5.3.2 Scenic Resources Overlay Standards: Subsection H provides: Physical development shall not
penetrate the Skyline on buttes and hillsides, as viewed from State highways, Spring Gulch Road,
South Park Loop Road and Alta County, except in the case of an existing lot of record where there
is no other siting alternative that complies with the standards of these LDRs. The proposed light
pole will not penetrate the skyline as viewed from any public road. Applicant attempted to provide
a photosimulation of the proposed light pole as viewed from Snow King Avenue or Broadway
Avenue; however, existing coniferous forest screened the view of the proposed site from these
streets.
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Division 5.5: Landscaping Standards: Due to the character of the adjacent uses and the
surrounding ski slopes, no additional landscaping is proposed at this site. The proposed
development will not require removal of any existing trees. The site is on a ski slope that has been
cleared of trees for the existing use.
Division 5.7: Grading, Erosion Control and Stormwater Standards: Conduit for fiber optic
line is already in place on the property and minimal additional ground disturbance is anticipated.
No grading is proposed. Any ground disturbance will be managed in compliance with all erosion
control and stormwater standards and best management practices.
Division 5.8: Design Guidelines: The following standards have been addressed in the proposed
plans:
A. Public Space: The proposed public space will be engaging and in scale with the existing
facilities in the area. The existing light pole is approximately 18 ft. high; the proposed light
pole will be will be 30 ft. high, with the additional height required to accommodate the
antenna, mounting and screening.
B. Composition: The proposed light pole will be fabricated to match the color of the existing
pole. The equipment located beneath the coaster track will be enclosed in mesh screening
to so that it appears to be a part of the coaster track facility.
C. Massing: The proposed light pole and outdoor equipment are the minimum mass possible
to accommodate the equipment required.
D. Street Wall: Not applicable, as there is no “street.”
E. Materials: The proposed materials are appropriate based on the context of the existing
structure. The proposed shroud (canister) will be fabricated of radio frequency-transparent
material to resemble the metal pole. This is the only material available to conceal the
equipment while allowing the antenna to transmit radio frequency signal. The proposed
pole will be metal. Outdoor equipment beneath the coaster track will be unpainted metal
to match the existing coaster track facility.
In summary, the proposed site plans are in compliance with the Design Guidelines per Resolution
04-02.
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST: ARTICLE 6: Use Standards Applicable in All Zones
Division 6.1, Allowed Uses: The proposed site is located in the PR zone district and wireless
communications sites are an allowed use.
Division 6.2, Parking and Loading Standards: Division 6.2.2 requires one parking space per
employee and one space per stored vehicle. This is an unmanned site and no vehicles will be stored
on the site. After construction, the site will be visited for a very brief period for routine
maintenance and monitoring approximately one time per month. There is no pavement in this
area, as it is on the side of the ski hill. No designated parking space is proposed.
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Division 6.4, Operational Standards: There will be no outside storage; all equipment associated
with the site will be located in the designated areas shown on Sheets Z-1, Z-2 and Z-4 of the site
plans. The unoccupied site will generate no refuse or recycling; it will be visited only occasionally
by a VZW technician to monitor and maintain the equipment. The site will not generate noise or
vibration. The Applicant attempted to find noise specifications for the proposed equipment that
will be located in the outdoor space; however, no such specifications are available because the
equipment does not generate significant noise. All VZW facilities are monitored remotely 24/7;
therefore, the likelihood of fire, explosive hazards or electrical disturbances is minimal. Any
unusual activity at the site would generate an automatic alert to the VZW remote monitoring office
and a technician would be dispatched immediately to address the issue. The site will include its
own backup battery system for power in case of a general power outage in the Town.
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST: ARTICLE 7: Development Option and Subdivision Standards
Applicable in All Zones:
Division 7.6: Transportation Facility Standards: Proposed access and utility easements are
shown on Sheet SU-3 and Z-1. Legal descriptions of the proposed easements are provided on
Sheets SU1 and SU3. Access to the proposed site will be via the existing ski hill access road. The
proposed use will not generate any traffic on the existing road. After construction, the site will be
visited only occasionally by a technician in a standard pickup truck for regular maintenance and
monitoring.
Division 7.7, Required Utilities: The proposed site is an unmanned, unoccupied facility which
requires only electric power and fiber optic connection for operation. No water, sewer, irrigation,
natural gas or fuel storage will be required. Existing conduit for the required fiber optic line is
already installed on the ski hill. An extension of the conduit will be required for a connection with
the antenna equipment. Sheets SU-1, SU-3 and Z-1 depict the proposed easement for fiber and
power to the equipment that will be located beneath the elevated coaster track.
GENERAL STANDARDS AND DESIGN REQUIREMENTS:
The following Standards are required pursuant to Sec. 6.1.10.D.3.f:
1. Must be Stealth: The application meets this requirement with all antennas and equipment
concealed from public view. The single antenna will be concealed within the shroud
(canister) above the light fixture. The “stealth” addition will appear consistent with the
design of the existing light pole structure. It will not be obvious that a wireless
communication site is located there, i.e., the presence, purpose or nature of the facility is
not readily apparent to a reasonable observer. The equipment associated with the antenna
will be located in metal cabinets beneath the elevated coaster track and will be enclosed in
a metal mesh “cage” intended to appear to be a part of the elevated coaster facility.
2. Standards to be applied include the following:
i) Determination of Need: Please see “Alternative Sites Considered” and “Determination of
Need” above, pages 4-5.
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ii) Concealment Element: The proposed design is the most effective concealment that can be
provided with the least added mass. There is no intent to frustrate the purpose of the conditions
of approval. The concealment element is intended to be consistent with the existing light pole
structure. The diameter of the shroud (canister) element is approximately 24 in., the smallest
possible diameter to allow for antenna mounting.
iii) Height: The proposed light pole replacement will be 30 ft. tall, consistent with the
maximum allowed height of 30 ft. for new cell towers.
iv) Setbacks: The proposed light pole is more than 100% of tower height distant from all
property lines. Please see setback table on Sheet Z-1.
v) Other conditions: The proposed facility is designed and will be maintained to be visually
compatible with adjoining terrain and structures. Other nearby structures, including the
elevated coaster track, are part of the recreational facilities at the Snow King Resort. The
proposed site will not be used for storage of excess equipment and there will be no outdoor
storage.
vi) Landscaping: Due to the character of the surrounding ski slopes, no landscaping is
proposed at this site. The site location is on a ski slope which has been previously cleared of
trees to facilitate the existing use.
vii) Signage: No commercial messages will be displayed at the proposed facility. Signage will
be limited to that required by federal regulatory agencies.
viii) Lighting: No new lighting is proposed for the facility. The existing light fixture,
previously approved, will be replaced on the new pole at the same height as the existing fixture.
ix) Quantity Limit: There is a limit of one (1) wireless communication facility per parcel.
The proposed facility is the only wireless communication facility proposed for the subject
parcel. As noted above, the “WY3 SK Coaster 2” site will be located on a separate parcel.
x) Emergency Generators: No generator is proposed.
xi) Noise Level: The facility will not generate noise or vibration. Applicant attempted to find
noise specifications for the proposed equipment; however, no such specifications are available
because the equipment does not generate significant noise.
xii) Visibility: The one proposed antenna will be completely concealed behind the proposed
shroud (canister). The canister is designed to appear to be a logical extension of the light pole.
Although the proposed light pole is more mass than the existing light pole, it is located in a
vicinity that is well screened from residential and commercial uses at the base of the ski hill.
The pole will not be visible to the casual observer at the Rafferty Activity Center or the
condominiums on Snow King Loop Road. The proposed equipment associated with the
antenna will be located beneath the existing elevated coaster track. The equipment will be
enclosed and screened in a wire mesh equipment “cage” intended to appear to be part of the
coaster facility.
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xiii) Notice: The facility will be in compliance with all requirements for public hearings. When
dates for the required public hearings are scheduled, Applicant will provide notice signs to be
posted at designated locations on the property.
xiv) Access: No part of the proposed facility will obstruct access or cause the existing facility
to fail to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act.
xv) Security: Opportunities for unauthorized access will be minimized. Equipment associated
with the antenna will be located beneath the elevated coaster track and screened with a wire
mesh enclosure. It should be noted that VZW facilities are monitored remotely 24/7, providing
additional security for the site. Any unusual activity at the site would generate an alert to
VZW’s remote monitoring center and a technician would be dispatched immediately to address
the issue.
xvi) Building Design: No new building is proposed at this site.
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT REQUIREMENTS:
The following findings must be made prior to approval of a conditional use permit:
1. The application is compatible with the desired future character of the area: The area
surrounding the proposed light pole replacement is part of the Snow King Resort ski resort and
elevated coaster ride recreational facility. This area is focused on commercial and tourism interests
and the proposed light pole will be consistent with the future character of this development. As
noted above, the demand for current 4G-LTE wireless technology is even more pronounced in
such an area, where people rely on their smartphones and other advanced devices to assist with
their business and tourist needs. The need for sufficient wireless capacity cannot be overstated.
2. The application complies with the use specific standards of Division 6.1: Town of Jackson
Land Development Regulations allow wireless communications sites in the PR zone district.
3. The application minimizes adverse visual impacts: As described above, the proposed
antennas will be concealed in a canister (“shroud”) at the top of a light pole. The purpose of this
installation is to minimize the mass of the communications site. The proposed light pole will be
much less mass and visual impact than a “monopine” tower would have been.
4. The application minimizes adverse environmental impacts: There will be no adverse
environmental impacts associated with this development. The proposed site will be unoccupied
and requires only minimal electric utility service for operation. There will be minimal ground
disturbance associated with construction of the site. Existing conduit for the required fiber optic
line is already installed on the ski hill. An extension of the conduit will be required for a connection
with the antenna equipment. Sheets SU-1, SU-3 and Z-1 show the proposed easement for fiber
and power to the equipment that will be located beneath the elevated coaster track. Most of the
fiberoptic line connecting the Rafferty Center with the proposed light pole site will be installed
13
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with boring apparatus. Any ground that is disturbed during installation of the site will be
revegetated consistent with other similar projects on this property.
5. The application minimizes adverse impacts from nuisances: The proposed site will not
generate noise, odor, dust or other impacts that could be considered nuisances. As noted above,
Applicant could not find noise specifications for the proposed equipment because it does not
generate any significant noise.
6. The application minimizes adverse impacts on public facilities: There will be minimal
impact on public facilities. The site requires only minimal electric utility service. The site is
unoccupied and requires no water, sewer, trash collection or other public services. The site will
generate no traffic; it will be visited only occasionally by a sole technician to monitor and maintain
the equipment. All VZW facilities are monitored remotely 24/7 and standard operating procedures
minimize security risks.
7. The application complies with all other relevant standards of these LDRs and all other
Town Ordinances: The proposed development will comply with all Land Development
Regulations, building code requirements and other ordinances. VZW operates all its facilities to
the highest standards in the industry. The Snow King Master Plan is relevant to this application.
A section addressing “Institutional Uses” on page 48 of the Master Plan recognizes the importance
of telecommunications uses on this property:
“Institutional Uses. As defined in Section 2220 three non-residential institutional uses are
considered. Snow King Resort considers all to be valid and appropriate uses within the building
envelope areas. Additionally, utility uses outside the envelopes are also allowed particularly in
consideration of Snow King Mountain's expanding role in providing a base for valley wide
telecommunications. Although the current plan does not contemplate most of the types of
institutional uses named in Section 2220, these uses are allowed since in almost every instance
large segments of the community would utilize the resort and its many activities and services.”

8. The application is in substantial conformance with all standards or conditions of any prior
applicable permits or approvals: Applicant believes the proposed plans meet or exceed all
requirements of applicable permits and required approvals.
In summary, the application satisfies the criteria established for Conditional Use Permit
findings.
“FCC SHOT CLOCK”
Under the federal Telecommunications Act, local governments must act on wireless facility permit
applications within a “reasonable period of time.” In 2009, the Federal Communications
Commission (“FCC”) issued a declaratory ruling, commonly known as the “Shot Clock ruling,”
which clarified this obligation. Under the Shot Clock ruling, local governments generally must
take final action on a wireless facility permit application within 90 days after it was filed for a
collocation application, or 150 days after any other application was filed. In this case, we believe
14
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the 150 day deadline applies. VZW requests that the Town of Jackson issue a written decision
granting VZW’s request within one hundred fifty (150) days of the date this application is
submitted. If applicable, within thirty (30) days of the date the application is submitted, VZW
requests the Town to inform VZW in writing of the specific reasons why the application is
incomplete and does not meet the submittal requirements; and in doing so, to please specifically
identify the code provision, ordinance, instruction or public procedure that requires the information
to be submitted.
4G-LTE CAPACITY:
Please note that this will be a 4G LTE site, which means voice calls will be carried over our LTE
network. THIS IS A CHANGE AND WILL REQUIRE CUSTOMERS TO HAVE A DEVICE
CAPABLE OF ADVANCED CALLING. A VZW 4G LTE cell site uses the latest technology to
carry both voice and data. Voice service is provided over VoLTE or Voice Over Long Term
Evolution technology through a service Verizon calls Advanced Calling 1.0. Advanced Calling
offers high-definition or HD voice and video calling. To complete calls on this new cell site,
customers’ phones must be capable of Advanced Calling and that feature must be activated in the
phone itself. Both customers on a call must be served by 4G LTE and have the Advanced Calling
feature activated to experience HD voice and video service. It must be noted that customers with
older 1X, 3G or 4G devices without Advanced Calling will not experience a change in voice
service.

CONCLUSION:
Verizon Wireless respectfully requests the Town of Jackson to grant conditional use permit
approval for the above described project. The proposed site will be part of a comprehensive
wireless network and approval of this application will allow VZW to meet its federally mandated
obligations under the license granted by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) pursuant
to the Telecommunications Act of 1996.
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WY3 SK COASTER 1
402 E. SNOW KING AVENUE
JACKSON, WY 83001
TETON COUNTY
PROPOSED 29'-0" LIGHT POLE
(OVERALL HEIGHT: 30'-0" A.G.L.)
LIGHT POLE REPLACEMENT
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VERIZON WIRELESS WY3 SK COASTER 1
LEGAL DESCRIPTION

Lot 59 of the Grand View Lodges Third Addition to the Town of Jackson, Teton County,
Wyoming, according to that plat recorded November 14, 2013 as Plat No. 1333.
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